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EDITORIAL
We would like to wish everyone a Very Happy New Millennium!
This first issue of the year 2000 contains further details about the Annual Conference in Guildford (April
14th-16th) and a booking form - please book early. There is also information about the AGM and
Committee elections which will be held during the conference.
ERRATUM: MEMBERSHIP INTERESTS LIST
Our apologies to Greig Campbell for leaving him out of the 1999 Membership Interests List. His details
are as follows:
CAMPBELL, Mr G.E., 150 Essex Road, PORTSMOUTH PO4 8DJ. Taphonomic processes; recovery
methods; applied statistics.
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CHANGES OF ADDRESS / APPOINTMENTS
Alison Locker has moved to: 6 Lacets St Leon, Perigord 1, Appt 207, MC 98000, Monaco. Tel: (mobile)
+377 (0) 616 772 788. E-mail: alocker@monaco.mc
Nicki Whitehouse has been appointed Lecturer in Palaeoecology at Queens, Belfast. As of the 14th
February 2000 her new address will be:
School of Archaeology and Palaeoecology
Queens University of Belfast
Malone Road
Belfast
BT7 1NN
Email: N.Whitehouse@qub.ac.uk
Marina Ciaraldi has taken up the position of environmental archaeologist at Birmingham University Field
Archaeology Unit (BUFAU).
Wendy Smith will take up the post of English Heritage contract archaeobotanist at Southampton
University in February 2000.
Andy Fairbairn
Is now at: Catalhoyuk Research Project, Dept. of Archaeology, Downing Street, Cambridge, Tel: 01670
531902, e-mail: andyfairbairn@hotmail.com. Home address: 45 Riverside Avenue, Guidepost,
Choppington, Northumberland NE62 5PP.
Simon Davis has moved to:
Institut Português de Arqueologia
Av. Da India 136
P-1300
Lisbon
Portugal

AEA SUBSCRIPTIONS PAYMENTS CO-ORDINATORS
Jan Bastians has offered to be the payment coordinator for Belgium. His address is:
Jan Bastiaens
University of Gent
Department of Geography
Laboratory for Palaeoecology and Landscape Genesis
Krijgslaan 281/S8
B-9000 Gent
Belgium
tel 00 32 9 2644704
fax 00 32 9 2644985
email: Jan.Bastiaens@rug.ac.be
Otto Brinkkemper will be the payment coordinator for the Netherlands. His address is:
O. Brinkkemper
Walgtsestraat 37
4064 CK Varik
giro number 44 18 738
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Many thanks to Jan and Otto for taking this on.

NEWS FROM THE COMMITTEE
FUTURE AEA ANNUAL CONFERENCES
Change of Date & Request for Organisers for Easter 2002
The date for AEA annual conferences has changed from Autumn to Easter. The AEA Committee would
like to hold the 2002 Easter meeting on the European Continent and is looking for a suitable venue. The
conference is normally a two or three day residential meeting, sometimes with additional field visits.
Organisers are invited to choose symposium and session themes and should expect to produce
conference proceedings (i.e. collate and edit a volume for publication) within a short time after the
completion of the conference. Interested persons and institutions should contact Dr. Carol Palmer, Acting
AEA Conference Officer, Department of Archaeological Studies, University of Leicester, Leicester,
Leicestershire, LE1 7RH, United Kingdom. Telephone: +44 116 2522564, Fax: +44 116 2525005, E-mail:
cp24@le.ac.uk
AEA AGM & ELECTIONS
Part of this item is repeated from the August 1999 Newsletter in order to refresh peoples memories prior
to the AGM:
The Annual General Meeting for the AEA will be held during the Annual conference in Guildford 14-16th
April. The exact time and venue will be announced in the conference programme.
Draft agenda
1. Committee's report
2. Treasurer's report
3. AEA Constitution
4. Election of new committee members
5. Any other business
If there are any other items for the agenda would you please send them to Lisa Moffett as soon as
possible.
Accounts
Details are given in a table on p. 17 of this Newsletter.
Full details of the financial accounts will be available at the AGM.
Rupert Housley, AEA Treasurer
January 2000
AEA Constitution
The Committee proposes changes to the Constitution – please see Newsletter 65 (August 1999).
Elections
Elections for new members of the committee will be held at the AGM. The elected members of the
committee currently are: Megan Brickley (98-01), Otto Brinkkemper (98-01), Sabine Karg (98-01), Jacqui
Mulville (97-00), Terry O'Connor (97-00) and Wendy Smith (97-00). Glynis Jones and Julie Bond retire at
the April AGM. Nominations are needed for three ordinary members of the committee and for Chair and
Secretary. Nominations can be made by post, email or phone, to any member of the committee or to the
Secretary, Lisa Moffett (address below).
Some nominations have already been received and brief personal statements by the nominees appear in
this newsletter. Further nominations, however, can be received up until the time of the AGM. It would be
helpful if nominees would provide a brief statement about themselves which can be read at the AGM as
an introduction to other AEA members who may not know them.
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If you cannot attend the AGM you can still vote by proxy (someone who is attending the meeting). All you
have to do is give a signed statement appointing whoever you wish to be your proxy to any member of
the committee at any time before the AGM. (And tell our proxy how you want them to vote!). If you wish,
a member of the committee will act as your proxy.
Lisa Moffett
AEA Secretary
Department of Ancient History and Archaeology
University of Birmingham
Edgbaston
Birmingham B15 2TT
UNITED KINGDOM
tel: 0121 414-5493
email: l.c.moffett@bham.ac.uk
BIOGRAPHIES
Allan Hall
Allan [Hall] studied Botany at the University of Cambridge and undertook research into interglacial plant
macrofossils and pollen with Prof, Richard West. Since 1977 he has been an English Heritage-funded
Research Fellow in the Environmental Archaeology Unit at the University of York, where he has been
responsible for contract work and research into plant remains from a wide variety of sites in England and
elsewhere, but particularly urban deposits from York, Hull and Beverley. He has an especial interest in
the problems of interpreting complex occupation deposits with waterlogged preservation, working closely
with Harry Kenward to integrate evidence from plant and invertebrate macrofossils. He also maintains
two large databases: the Environmental Archaeology Bibliography and the Archaeobotanical Computer
Database. With Harry Kenward, he started and edited the AEA Newsletter, and with Harry, and later
Terry O'Connor, founded and edited Circaea, the association's first bulletin, subsequently journal. He
was Secretary of the AEA in 1992-5. Allan's spare time is largely devoted to two gardens and two
allotments, all of which could benefit from more attention!
Carol Palmer
Carol Palmer: I currently hold a Council for British Research in the Levant Post-doctoral Fellowship,
based in the Department of Archaeological Studies, University of Leicester. I did my first degree at the
University of Durham, afterwards working at Maiden Castle and, after that, with Martin Jones, then at
Durham University, on the plant remains from the site. I then moved to the University of Sheffield where I
did the Master's in Environmental Archaeology and Palaeoeconomy followed by a PhD, completed in
1994. In between my Master's and starting my PhD, however, I conducted fieldwork in Jordan for two
years, living in villages learning about farming and local society. The farming practices I studied, and the
weeds found in farmers' fields, were the subject of my PhD research. Since completing my PhD, I have
worked on a number of short-term contracts - lecturing at Bradford and Sheffield Universities and at
Birzeit University (West Bank). I also worked as a research assistant to Marijke van der Veen analysing
the results from her "wheat experiment" - a project partly funded by the AEA and in which many AEA
members participated. In addition, I have analysed archaeobotanical remains from a range of sites from
North Africa and Poland to Shetland. I continue to conduct fieldwork in the Near East and, for my
fellowship research, have turned my attention to relationships between farmers and pastoralists between growing crops and having herds. I am a member of Graeme Barker's Wadi Faynan, southern
Jordan, landscape archaeology project where I am examining current and recent Bedouin and farmer
activity. Also as part of my fellowship, I am also collaborating with ecologists from the Royal Society for
the Conservation of Nature in Jordan studying the effects of domestic animal grazing on local vegetation.
Among my recent publications are "Following the plough: the agricultural environment of northern
Jordan" Levant 30 (1998): 129-65 and "Whose land is it anyway? An historical examination of land
tenure and agriculture in northern Jordan" in C. Gosden and J. Hather (eds) (1999) The Prehistory of
Food: appetites for change, pp. 288-305. I have been a member of the AEA since 1986 and have
published papers in volumes one and two of the AEA's journal, Environmental Archaeology. I was
co-opted onto the AEA committee in September 1998 to serve as conference officer, a new office for the
AEA. In this capacity, I act as a liaison person for conference organisers and am helping to regularise
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publication of AEA conference proceedings. The hard work of past conference organisers and Oxbow
mean that the Durham, Bradford and Newcastle conference proceedings are, at the time of writing, well
on their way to press. I have produced guidelines for future conference organisers and am looking for
further exciting venues for meetings (ideas and offers from potential organisers welcome!). The AEA
would like to organise more collaborative conferences, such as next spring's (2001) conference in
Glasgow to be held jointly with NABO. Unfortunately, fieldwork commitments in Jordan mean that I am
unable to attend this Easter's meeting. I wish you all a successful meeting, however, and am seeking
election to the AEA committee as a regular member to enable me to continue in my role as conference
officer. I hope to use my academic and professional experience to the best benefit of the AEA.
Caroline Cartwright
Caroline Cartwright is the Environmental Archaeologist in the Department of Scientific Research at the
British Museum. Her specialist areas of research include the archaeobotanical study of wood and
charcoal as a tool for reconstructing the characteristics and use of past vegetational communities and
she also focuses on the prehistoric use of marine resources such as fish and molluscs. At present
Caroline is completing the identification and publication of a large part of the desiccated wood
assemblage recovered from the Kenyon excavations of Middle Bronze Age tombs at Jericho. Caroline is
also currently preparing for publication a reconstruction of the environmental resource base associated
with Ra's al-Hadd, Oman in the Bronze and Iron Age periods. Continuing British Museum fieldwork
projects include Tell es-Sa'idiyeh in Jordan, for which Caroline co-ordinates all the environmental and
human skeletal specialist teamwork as well as contributing her own specialisms.
Jan Bastiaens (geographer, archaeobotanist).
As a junior researcher (30 years) I work at the University of Gent (Belgium), in the department of
geography, laboratory for palaeoecology and landscape genesis. The laboratory is dealing with, among
others, environmental archaeology (macrobotanical remains, wood and charcoal, pollen), firmly
connected to historical geography and geomorphology.
I myself am an archaeobotanist, investigating seeds from mainly Roman sites in Flanders (Belgium), in
order to prepare a Ph.D. Next to that I regularly do (post-)medieval material.
Since I have been coopted as a commitee member at the last annual general meeting, I now stand for
election for a three years term. The emphasis of my work within the AEA is and will be on ‘foreign
affairs’, focusing on Belgium and its surroundings. This will comprise promoting the AEA and its journal,
encouraging authors, coordinating payments, … And on the other side, the number of people working in
environmental archaeology in Belgium is still rather low, but increasing. So, the AEA can help in putting
Belgium more and more on the map of environmental archaeology.

AEA BOOKS
We have the following titles in stock:
Dobney D, Jaques, S and Irving B 1996. Of Butchers and Breeds. Lincoln. £20.00
Kenward H and Hall A 1995. Biological evidence from Anglo-Scandinavian Coppergate. Archaeology of
York 14/7. York: CBA. £24.00 **** NOW AVAILABLE AT £15.00 (full price £32)****
Luff R and Rowley-Conwy, P. (eds) 1994. Whither Environmental Archaeology? Oxbow Monograph 38
(Symp. AEA 11) £21.50
Moe D, Dickson J H and Jorgensen P M (eds) 1994. Garden History... £38.00
Morris C and Rackham D (eds) 1992. Norse and later settlement and subsistence in the North Atlantic.
Glasgow £15.00 **** NOW HALF-PRICE AT £7.50****
Moore P D, Webb, J A and Collinson M E 1997. Pollen analysis (paperback reprint of 2nd ed.) £24.50
de Boe G and Verhaege F (eds.) 1997. Environment and subsistence in medieval Europe. Pre-printed
papers of the 'Medieval Europe Brugge 1997 Conference', Vol. 9. IAP Rapporten 9. Zellik. £10.00
Mills, C. M. and Coles, G. (eds.) 1998. Life on the Edge. Oxbow (AEA Edinburgh conference volume).
£20.00
Bond, J. M. and O'Connor, T. P. 1999. Bones from medieval deposits at 16-22 Coppergate and other
sites in York. Archaeology of York 15/5. York: CBA. £16.00 (no reduction: it isn't worth it when UK
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postage is £2.50!)
Hall, A. R. and Kenward, H.K. 1990. Environmental evidence from the Colonia. Archaeology of York
14/6. London: CBA. **Excellent value at only £2.50!** (originally £18.00)
Bartosiewicz, L., Van Neer, W. and Lentacker, A. (eds.). 1997. Draught Cattle: their osteological
identification and history. Koninklijk Museum voor Midden-Afrika, Tervuren, België, Annalen Zoölogische
Wetenschappen/Annales Sciences Zoologiques, Musée Royale de l'Afrique Centrale, Tervuren,
Belgique. £12.00
We also have copies of the first three STAR (Scottish Trust for Archaeology Research) Monographs from
AOC (Scotland) Ltd.:
... Point of Cott, Westray, Orkney (Barber, ed.), £17.50
... Arran 1978-81 (Barber, ed.), £30.00
... Lairg Project 1988-1996... (McCullagh and Tipping, eds), £35.00And, finally, there is a single copy of
the following available at £20:
Pedersen, L., Fischer, A. and Aaby, B. (1997). The Danish Storebælt since the Ice Age - man, sea and
forest. Copenhagen.
All titles are available from Dr Allan Hall, EAU, Department of Biology, University of York, PO Box 373,
York YO10 5YW. Please add £2.50 per order for UK destinations, and £4 per order for destinations
outside the UK. Please make cheques payable to ‘AEA’; we are sadly unable to handle credit card
payments yet.
AEA WEB PAGES
Members may like to know that the AEA has some web pages at
http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/eau/aea
They give information about the Association, including names, address and phone numbers of officer and
of members of the committee, as well as details of the next AEA Conference, a page devoted to books
available from the AEA, and a link to the web site for the journal Environmental Archaeology. Any
additions, amendments or improvements will be gratefully received by me at biol8@york.ac.uk (note that,
because of the lunacy of having an e-mail address which could be construed equally well as BIOL8 or
BIO18, I have arranged that mailings to either address will work!).
However, unless you are offering to take on the task of beautification yourself, please don’t tell me that
the pages are DULL. I know they are; they do now boast coloured backgrounds, but my aim initially was
to make them quickly accessible and easily readable by even the slowest browsers. As technology has
progressed, I perceive most people can cope with photographs without too much trouble. So I’ll be
delighted to try to amass some suitably environmental archaeological photographs (with captions or
explanations and due credits) to brighten up what we have - send me files as e-mail attachments (and, if
they are not yours, check that the owner is happy to have them sent).
Dr Allan Hall, EAU, Department of Biology, University of York, PO Box 373, York YO10 5YW

CONFERENCES & MEETINGS
AEA CONFERENCE
The Environmental Archaeology of Industry
14th-16th April 2000, University of Surrey, Guildford.
Organisers: Patricia Wiltshire (UCL) and Peter Murphy (UEA)
The environmental impacts of industry are obviously profound and far-reaching, yet in general they have
been curiously neglected by environmental archaeologists. This conference aims to bridge the gap
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between environmental and industrial archaeology. The effects of mining on sedimentation and
vegetation in river catchments have plainly been extensive; and from sedimentological, geochemical and
palynological studies inferences about early mining are possible. The fuel-supplying infrastructure of
industry, and its effects on vegetation and woodland management, will also be discussed. Other raw
materials for industrial production considered will include timber, horn, skins and shell. Papers on a suite
of techniques based on chemistry, soil science and macrofossil studies will also be presented, all of
which have a bearing on past industry. Results from a modern microbiological study will be used to
assess problems that may have been encountered with carcass disposal in the past. The effects of
industrialisation on human health and prospects for characterising the occupations of individuals from
skeletal features will be also be examined. The scope of the conference will be international, including
papers presenting studies from Britain, Austria, Belgium, Greece, Egypt and Uganda.
The programme of papers is now complete, but offers of posters are invited. The programme will
include:
Friday 14th April
Introduction: Setting the scene
Frank Chambers
Proxy indicators of the environmental impacts of metallurgy: palynological and geoarchaeological
approaches
The use of Environmental Impact Models in Non-Ferrous Metal Mining History
Geraint Coles, Mike Cressey and Gordon Cooke
Reconstructing the environmental impact of past metallurgical activities
P.D. Marshall
Impacts of historic metal mining on the geoarchaeological landscape of the Yorkshire Dales
A.J. Howard , K.A. Hudson Edwards and M.G. Macklin.
The archaeology of tin mining on Dartmoor: a sediment-based approach
V. Thorndycroft, D.Pirriet and A.G. Brown
Geochemical evidence for atmospheric pollution close to the prehistoric copper mine at Copa Hill,
Cwmystwyth, mid-Wales, U.K.
T.M. Mighall, J.P. Grattan, J.P.Timberlake, and S. Forsyth.
Fuel supplies and industry
Wood charcoal and iron-working: a case study from Uganda
Ruth Young and Gill Thompson
Industrial fuels and their environmental impact in lowland Britain
Rowena Gale
The implication for the management of woodlands of the Romano-British iron production industry.
Creeton Quarry, Lincolnshire: a case study.
Jane Cowgill
History, archaeology and palaeoecology of the peat industry: a case study from the Humberhead levels,
Eastern England.
Nicki Whitehouse
Biological raw materials and infrastructure
Timber availability and woodworking techniques in Lowland Britain.
Richard Darrah
Horn working and tannery at late Mediaeval Bruges: the environmental evidence
Anton Ervynck and Bieke Hillewaert
Tawyers, tanners, horn trade and the mystery of the missing goat: zooarchaeological considerations
Umberto Albarella
Choice and use of shells for artefacts at Roman sites in the Eastern Desert of Egypt
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Sheila Hamilton-Dyer
Saturday 15th April
Proxy indicators of industry: Chemical, pedological and macrofossil approaches
Organic Residues in Ancient Pottery and Archaeological Economies
Richard P. Evershed
Industrial activities - some suggested microstratigraphic signatures
Richard Macphail
"Fault" maps may be a better option!
Robert Shiel
Can we identify biological indicator groups for craft and industry?
Allan Hall and Harry Kenward
Saxon flax retting without pollution
Mark Robinson and Patricia Wiltshire
The taphonomy of arthropod remains
Jaap Schelvis
Charred mollusc shells as indicators of industrial activities
Peter Murphy
Impacts of industry on human populations
The impact of industrialisation: an assessment of the morbidity and mortality of non-adults from medieval
and post-medieval England, AD 850 – 1859.
Mary Lewis
Tinker, tailor, soldier …How can we tell the occupation of the dead?
Tony Waldron
Experimental approaches
Microbial characteristics of soils from graves: an investigation at the interface of soil microbiology and
archaeological science
David Hopkins, Patricia Wiltshire & Bryan Turner
Concluding remarks
Geraint Coles
Sunday 16th April
Field excursion on Sunday 16th April, visiting the Fishbourne Roman Palace and the Wealden and
Downland Museum, Singleton, Sussex.
A Booking Form for the conference will be found at the back of this newsletter. Accommodation will be
provided at the University of Surrey during the conference, and bed and breakfast will also be available
at the University for the nights of 13th and 16th April. Information on hotels and guest houses in
Guildford will be provided for those preferring to make their own arrangements, but the Guildford Tourist
Office (01483 444333) tell us that early booking is advised. Please note that we need to be told about
your dietary requirements and any other special needs.
Costs for the field excursion depend partly on the size of the party, but for Fishbourne entrance should be
£3.30 and for Singleton £4.20 (Full-time students £2.20). Lunch and tea will be available. Costs of
transport will again depend on numbers attending, so please remember to indicate on the booking form
whether you expect to come.
JOINT CENTRE FOR PALAEOECOLOGY / ASSOCIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGY
MEETING,
25TH OCTOBER 2000
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In place of the original proposal for an Autumn Meeting of the AEA in York, a one-day meeting to
coincide with the annual Research Forum of the University of York’s Centre for Palaeoecology has been
offered. The provisional date for this meeting is October 25th and the venue will be the Department of
Archaeology, based at The King’s Manor in central York (both date and venue to be confirmed in the next
Newsletter). As usual for both these meetings, there is no particular theme and contributions of no more
than 10-20 minutes on any topic in Environmental Archaeology are invited from all AEA Members.
A further announcement will be made in the May Newsletter when bookings will be taken.
To offer a contribution or check details of the meeting, please contact either
Professor Terry O’Connor (Department of Archaeology, University of York, Kings Manor, YORK YO1
2EP,
tel. +44 1904 433946, fax 433902, e-mail: tpoc1@york.ac.uk
or
Dr Allan Hall, Environmental Archaeology Unit, Department of Biology, University of York, PO Box 373,
YORK YO10 5YW, tel. +44 1904 433851, fax 433850, e-mail: biol8@york.ac.uk
PROPOSAL FOR AN ARCHAEOBOTANY WORKGROUP MEETING, YORK, JULY 2000
Allan Hall would like to sound out archaeobotanical AEA Members with regard to the amount of interest
there might be in holding a workgroup meeting in York in, say, the first two weeks of July 2000. As
before, this would be an informal meeting providing an opportunity to exchange ideas and examine
material - there must be a vast accumulation of ‘unknowns’ out there which has built up since the last
meeting (which was too long ago to remember)!
If you think you would be interested in attending such a meeting, please let Allan know, preferably before
the end of March; it would be helpful if you could indicate whether a date between 3rd and 12th of July is
convenient and what, if anything, you think we might take as a theme for the day. The only idea I have
myself is that we might do something on the identification of mosses from archaeological deposits, but I
am not wedded to it!
Allan Hall, Environmental Archaeology Unit, Department of Biology, University of York, PO Box 373,
YORK YO10 5YW, tel. +44 1904 433851, fax: 433850, e-mail: biol8@york.ac.uk.
12TH SYMPOSIUM OF THE INTERNATIONAL WORK GROUP FOR PALAEOETHNOBOTANY
Sheffield, UK
17-23 June 2001
We are pleased to invite you to the 12th IWGP symposium
Local organisers
Dr. Glynis Jones and Dr. Mike Charles - email: iwgp@sheffield.ac.uk (checked weekly)
Consultative group
Dr. A Butler, Dr. S. Colledge, Mr. D. Fuller, Dr. J. Greig, Dr. A. Hall, Prof. M. Jones, Ms. F. Mclaren, Ms.
L. Moffett, Dr. D. de Moulin, Ms. Murray, Dr. M. Nesbitt, Dr. D. Samuel, Ms. V. Straker, Dr. M. van der
Veen, Ms. A. Bogaard, Dr. C. Stevens, Dr. J. Thompson.
Registration fee £50
Themes:
There will be sections on particular themes as well as open sessions for contributions on any topic in
archaeobotany. The themed sections are as follows:
Consumption: food, fodder and cuisine - The consumption of plants as food, drink, medicines,
industrial raw materials and fodder; the status of both plants (luxuries, staples) and consumers (rank,
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gender, ethnicity).
Collecting and cultivation - The gathering and cultivation of plants, the transition to and spread of
farming, and the role of gathering in farming societies.
Historical archaeobotany - The integration of documentary and archaeobotanical evidence; the
archaeobotany of historical periods (e.g. Sumer, Rome, medieval Europe) and processes (e.g.
Romanisation, urbanisation, the spread of Islam, European biological imperialism, long-distance trade).
Analytical archaeobotany - Scales of analysis (context, household, site, region); qualitative v.
quantitative analysis; integration of archaeobotanical and other archaeological evidence; levels of
identification; ecological approaches and uniformitarianism.
In addition to the lectures there will be laboratory demonstrations and poster sessions. The languages of
the conference will be English, French and German.
Field excursion
The organisers are considering two possible field excursions. Depending on the preferemces expressed
by IWGP participants, one or both will be offered. The two alternatives are as follows (both would take
place on the Saturday):
York
The opportunity to spend a day in York, one of England’s most historic cities, which lies about 110 km
(70 miles) NE of Sheffield. No formal arrangements will be made for visiting the huge variety of historic
buildings and museums in York - conference participants will have a full day to explore the city and
choose their own schedule. Transport to York (by coach) will be provided and maps and other details will
be available in advance.
Peak District
A guided exploration of the landscape archaeology of the east moors of Derbyshire, focussing on
Gardom’s Edge (15 min coach ride from Sheffield, followed by a long walk), where upstanding evidence
for settlement, agriculture and ceremonial activity can be traced from the Neolithic to the Iron Age. In the
same area, participants will be able to explore the functional ecology of contrasting grassland habitats
under the guidance of a local ecologist.
Accommodation
Two types of accomodation will be offered. Most participants will be accomodated in Tapton Hall of
Residence, University of Sheffield (5-10 min walk from the lecture theatre and next door to the University
Botanical Garden). Student self-catering accomodation will be available in various parts of Sheffield.
This accomodation is limited and cannot be offered to salaried participants except in particular cases of
need.
WEB site
Information regarding the symposium, travel, excursion locations etc. will be available on the IWGP web
site - http://www.shef.ac.uk/uni/academic/A-C/ap/conf/iwgp/iwgpx.html - which will be updated as
regularly as possible. Copies of this announcement and the registration form are also available on the
WEB site.
A registration form is available at the back of this Newsletter.
FINDS RESEARCH GROUP AD 700-1700
FORTHCOMING SEMINAR: FISH AND FISHING EQUIPMENT.
Monday 17th April, 2000 in The Music Room, Norwich Assembly House.
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The day will include papers on fish remains, fishing sites, a review of fishing equipment, evidence from
Dublin, an Anglo-Saxon burial in Folkestone, jewellery made from fish parts and a scan through fish
motifs and symbols. For further information contact: Ian Riddler, Canterbury Archaeological Trust, 92A
Broad Street, Canterbury. CTI 2LU. Tel: 01227 462062.
Finds Research Group AD700-1700. Annual subscription for membership is £3-00 (£5-00 overseas).
Information can be obtained from Katey Banks, The Potteries Museum, Bethesda Street, Hanley,
Stoke-on-Trent STI 3DW. Tel: 01782 202173 Fax: 01782 205033
THE MANAGEMENT AND FUNCTION OF SEED REFERENCE COLLECTIONS
A workshop sponsored by the Institute of Archaeology, University College London; Centre for Economic
Botany, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew and Seed Conservation Department, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
To be held over one day, at the Institute of Archaeology, 27th March 2000. Organisers: Sue Colledge
and Mary Anne Murray (UCL), Frances Cook, Claire Morgan and Mark Nesbitt (RBG Kew), John Dickie
(Wakehurst Place, RBG Kew). Seed reference collections are widely used by archaeobotanists,
quaternary botanists, agronomists and taxonomists. However, though germplasm uses of seeds are well
documented, there has been little discussion of the management or function of seed reference
collections for identification or the study of seed anatomy and morphology. This meeting aims to bring
together those actively involved in curating or using seed reference collections to discuss three broad
topics:
Cataloguing and databases: current developments in cataloguing seed collections using databases. In
what order do we organise our collections? Is there a standard format or core group of fields we should
use? Can we use core fields from broader practice within botany (e.g. the Taxonomic Database Working
Group)? What plans do we have to enable WWW access to databases? Should we create a central
WWW homepage with links to seed reference collections? Other management issues: Storage:
discussion of any variants on the plastic box/Bisley cabinet system that is most widely used. Imaging: still
very memory hungry, and automated seed identification systems are still in their infancy. Have there
been any successful or unsuccessful use of image storage systems amongst participants? Priorities in
seed identification: What are the urgent needs for identification aids in temperate Old World seed
identification? Dr John Dickie prompted this by asking what families or genera would be a high priority for
any future work on seed anatomy in his laboratory at Wakehurst Place.
Details have already been circulated to many of those in the UK actively involved in managing seed
reference collections or working on new morphological/anatomical seed identification criteria. If you did
not receive a circular and are interested in coming, please contact: Mark Nesbitt Centre for Economic
Botany Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AE. Tel (direct): +44 (0)20 8332 5719.
Fax: +44(0)20 8332 5768. Web: http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/ceb. Email: m.nesbitt@rbgkew.org.uk

COURSES & STUDENTSHIPS
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM
POSTGRADUATE STUDY IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
The following Masters courses are offered within scientific areas:
MSc in Palaeopathology (new course for 2000)
MSc in Ancient Diet and Health (new course for 2000)
MSc in Applied Chronometry
MA in Conservation of Historic Objects (Archaeology)
MA in Archaeological Survey
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For details and application forms, please contact:
Sheila Brown
Department of Archaeology
University of Durham
South Road
Durham DH1 3LE
Tel: 0191-374-3629
Fax: 0191-374-3619
Email: Sheila.Brown@Durham.ac.uk
Or for the individual courses:
MSc Palaeopathology: Dr Charlotte Roberts (C.A.Roberts@Durham.ac.uk)
MSc Diet and Disease: Dr Andrew Millard (A.R.Millard@Durham.ac.uk)
MSc Applied Chronometry: Mr Ian Bailiff (Ian.Bailiff@Durham.ac.uk)
MA Conservation Of Historic Objects (Arch.): Dr Chris Caple (Christopher.Caple@Durham.ac.uk)
MA Archaeological Survey: Mr Phil Howard (Phil.Howard@Durham.ac.uk)
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM, U.K.
RESEARCH DEGREES
Applicants are also invited for research degrees within the Department. Note that deadlines for funding
are looming for U.K. applicants and you are therefore advised to contact staff you may wish to do
research with soon. For more details and application forms please contact Sheila Brown (as above), or
see our website which includes Active Staff Research Interests:
http://www.dur.ac.uk/archaeology/
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM, U.K.
MSc IN PALAEOPATHOLOGY
A new masters taught course in Palaeopathology will be starting in October 2000 in the Department of
Archaeology, University of Durham, England directed by Dr Charlotte Roberts. Dr Roberts has recently
moved to the University of Durham from the University of Bradford and brings with her an extensive
theoretical and practical knowledge for teaching palaeopathology, her main research interests also being
in this area. The following provides an overview of the course.
Aims and Objectives
Because disease is very much part of our lives today, this course has, as its focus, health and disease in
past populations from a world perspective. This course aims to equip students with the theoretical and
practical knowledge of how to study disease in past skeletal populations, with the emphasis being on
linking both biological and cultural contextual data, thereby encompassing a multidisciplinary approach.
Using lecture, laboratory and tutorial sessions, and a range of assessment methods, the course will
provide students with a range of skills necessary for the world of work and/or research. The emphasis,
however, is on the practical element of the course. This intensive course thus offers a unique training
unrivalled in the world for students wishing to gain skills for the analysis of skeletal remains from
archaeological sites and/or to continue in research.
Structure of the programme
The MSc course is designed to provide students with the theoretical and practical knowledge necessary
for the study of palaeopathology. Students take the equivalent of six modules over the year with modules
1-4 being completed by June of the year following registration. The modules are as follows:
Module 1a : Research and study skills in archaeological science (15UCU)
Module 1b : Research and study skills in palaeopathology (15UCU)
Module 2 : Basic anatomy and osteology (30UCU)
Module 3 : Methods and practice in palaeopathology (30UCU)
Module 4 : Themes in palaeopathology (30UCU)
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Modules 5+6 : Dissertation (60UCU)
If a student wishes to study part-time, Modules 1, 2 and 3 must be studied in the first year, and the
dissertation completed in the second year. Module 4 can be taken in either year. Module 2 can be
replaced with another module of the student’s choice (and staff approval) if the applicant feels (and can
prove) that they have the knowledge contained in this module (for example, North American students)
The Department of Archaeology at Durham
The Department of Archaeology at Durham was founded after WWII and has been teaching Honours
degrees since 1974. It comprises around 20 academic staff with a range of backgrounds and, whilst the
Department teaches courses at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, it also excels in research,
gaining a grade 5 (1 being poor and 5 being excellent) in the last research assessment exercise (1996).
The Department moved to its current premises in 1997 and into newly refurbished accommodation,
providing a range of excellent facilities for teaching and research. The accommodation consists of
teaching space plus a drawing office, photographic studio and dark room, and environmental
archaeology, luminescence dating, human skeletal analysis, conservation and computing laboratories.
Students also have access to the Old Fulling Museum and Oriental Museum, both situated in Durham.
The library has excellent holdings in archaeology, anthropology, and more specifically physical
anthropology (including palaeopathology), and other major Departmental disciplines (e.g. history,
classics, geology, geography, biology, chemistry). There are also research links with a number of other
Departments within the University including Anthropology, Biology, Geography, Geology and History, and
also with other universities both nationally and internationally.
Entry Requirements
We welcome students graduating with a good honours degree in an appropriate subject such as
archaeology, anthropology, medicine, biology, genetics, history, classics, anatomy and other subjects.
Alternatively, a candidate who satisfies the Graduate School Committee’s requirements with other
qualifications will also be considered. Overseas candidates must demonstrate proficiency in the English
language at the appropriate standard.
Applications for the course
Information about applying for the MSc in Palaeopathology can be acquired from:
Sheila Brown
Department of Archaeology
University of Durham
South Road
Durham DH1 3LE
U.K.
Email: Sheila.Brown@durham.ac.uk
Tel: 0191-374-3629; Fax: 0191-374-3619. Website: http://www.dur.ac.uk/archaeology/
Or for more informal enquiries please contact:
Dr Charlotte Roberts (Tel:0191-374-1124; Email:C.A.Roberts@durham.ac.uk)

PUBLICATIONS [ Books - Theses - Chapters - Articles ]
Many thanks to James Greig for the following information:
James writes: “I am always delighted to receive references: greigjra@bham.ac.uk. Thanks to Umberto
Albarella, Corrie Bakels, Christiane Jacquat, Manfred Rösch, Peter Warnock, Julian Wiethold for
references.”
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BOOKS
G. Bartoloni, G.C. Cianferoni and J.de Grossi Mazzorin (1997) Il complesso rurale de Campassini
(Monteriggioni): considerazioni sull'alimentazione nell'Etruria settentrionale nell'VIII e VII secolo A.C.
[The rural complex of Campassini, considerations of diet in northern Etruria in the 8th-7th centuries
B.C.]. Olschke, Firenze, pp. 8-127.
C. Becker, H. Manhart, J. Peters, et al. (1999) Historia animalium ex ossibus; Beiträge zur
Paläoanatomie, Archäologie, Ägypologie, Ethnologie und Geschichte der Tiermedizin [Contributions on
palaeoanatomy, archaeology, Egyptology, ethnology and veterinary history]. Leidorf, Rahden,
Westfalen, 488 pp. Festschift for A.von den Driesch
K.J. Edwards and J.P. Sadler (eds) (1999) Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary
Proceedings, 7) Wiley, London, 640 pp. in Journal of Quaternary Science 14(6)
M. Frie? (1999) Taille et conformation crânienne ches les hominidés de la fin du Pleistocène. (BAR,
S799) Archaeopress, Oxford
R.M.van Heeringen and R.G.M. Lauwerier (1998) Sporen uit de IJzertijd en de Romeinse tijd in de
Hoeksche Waard. Een aanvullend archeologisch onderzoek te Westmaas-Maaszicht, gem. Binnenmaas
[Iron Age and Roman remains from te Hoeksche Waard, The Netherlands]. (Rapportage Archeologische
Monumentenzorg, 50) ROB, Amersfoort.
R.M.van Heeringen, vam der Velde H.M. and I.van Amen (1998) Een tweeschepige huispattegrond en
akkerland uit de Vroege Bronstijd te Noordwijk, Zuid-Holland [An early Bronze Age double aisled house
platform from Noorwijk, Zuid-Holland, The Netherlands]. (Rapportage Archeologische Monumentenzorg,
55) ROB, Amersfoort, Botanical material (I van Amen) pp 27-32
P. Spikins (1999) Mesolithic northern England - environment, population and settlement. (BAR, 288)
Archaeopress, Oxford, pp. ISBN 1 84171 006 7 £24
THESES
F.M. Davies (1999) Holocene palaeoenvironmental studies in the Oban region of Scotland. Ph.D.,
Geography Dept, Newcastle-upon-Tyne university
M.P. Richards (1998) Palaeodietary studies of European human populations using bone stable isotopes.
D Phil, Oxford University
CHAPTERS
M. Baillie (1999) A view from the outside: recognising the big picture. In K. J. Edwards and J. P. Sadler
(eds.), Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Procedings 7) Wiley, Chichester pp.
625-637.
J.C. Barrett (1999) Rethinking the Bronze Age environment. In K. J. Edwards and J. P. Sadler (eds.),
Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings 7) Wiley, Chichester pp.
493-500.
A. Bietti (1997) The transition to anatomically modern humans: the case of peninsular Italy. In G. A.
Clarke and C. Willermet (eds.), Conceptual issues in modern human origins research. Aldine de Gruyter,
New York pp. 132-150.
O. Brinkkemper and C. Vermeeren (1998) Mediterrane rijst en oosterse kruidnagels. Botanisch
onderzoek van twee beermonsters [Mediterranean rice and oriental cloves; archaeobotanical research
on two cesspit samples]. In M. Barwasser and M. Smit (eds.), Acht eeuwen tussen twee stegen;
archeologisch, historisch en bouwhistorische onderzoek in Kampen. Stichting Archeologie
IJssel/Vechtstreek, Kampen pp. 145-153.
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A.G. Brown (1999) Characterising prehistoric lowland enviroments using local pollen asemblages. In K.
J. Edwards and J. P. Sadler (eds.), Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary
Proceedings 7) Wiley, Chichester pp. 585-594.
J. Buurman (1997) Het middeleeuwse handelskwartier van Tiel [The medieval merchants' quarter in
Tiel]. In H. Sarfatij (ed.), Archeologie in Tiel. Rijkdienst voor het Oudheidkundig Bodemonerzoek,
Amersfoort p. 5 pp.
J. Buurman (1999) Plant remains from an early medieval site at Schagen, the Netherlands. In H. Sarfatij,
W. J. H. Verwers and P. J. Woltering (eds.), In discussion with the past. SPA, ROB, Zwolle pp. 279-289.
C.J. Caseldine (1999) Archaeological and environmental change on prehistoric Dartmoor: current
understanding and future directions. In K. J. Edwards and J. P. Sadler (eds.), Holocene environments of
prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings 7) Wiley, Chichester pp. 575-584.
M.H. Dinnin and J.P. Sadler (1999) 10,000 years of change: the Holocene entomofauna of the British
Isles. In K. J. Edwards and J. P. Sadler (eds.), Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary
Proceedings 7) Wiley, Chichester pp. 545-562.
M. Doll (1999) Tierknochen als Zeugnisse mittelalterlicher Gerberei in Reutlingen [Animal bone evidence
for a medieval tannery in Reutlingen]. In W. Ströbele (ed.), Unter Putz und Pflasterstein. Stadtverwaltung
Reutlingen, Reutlingen pp. 123-125.
M. Edmonds (1999) Inhabiting Neolithic landscapes. In K. J. Edwards and J. P. Sadler (eds.), Holocene
environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings 7) Wiley, Chichester pp. 485-492.
K.J. Edwards (1999) Palynology and people: observations on the British record. In K. J. Edwards and J.
P. Sadler (eds.), Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings 7) Wiley,
Chichester pp. 531-544.
M. Evison (1999) Perspectives on the Holocene in Britain: human DNA. In K. J. Edwards and J. P.
Sadler (eds.), Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings 7) Wiley,
Chichester pp. 615-624.
L. Fontana (1999) La faune du Magdalénien moyen de Canecaude (Aude). In D. Sacchi (ed.), Actes du
24e congrès préhistorique de France, 1994. Société Préhistorique Française, p. 288.
J.de Grossi Mazzorin (1996) Resti faunistici [Faunal remains]. In R. Volpe (ed.), Aqua Marcia; lo scavo
di un tratto urbano. Edizione All'Insegna del Giglio, pp. 203-214.
J.de Grossi Mazzorin (1997) La fauna delle terramare nelle ricerche ottocentrsche [19th C studies of the
fauna of Terramare]. In M. B. Brea, A. Cardarelli and M. Cremaschi (eds.), Le Terramare; la più antica
civiltà Padana. Electa, pp. 87-89.
J.de Grossi Mazzorin (1998) Alcune osservazioni sulla fauna dell'abitato protoistorico de "Le Paludi" de
Celano [Some observations on the fauna of the protohistoric settlement of "Le Paludi" at Celano]. In V.
d'Ercole and R. Cairoli (eds.), Archeologia in Abruzzo; storia di un metanoditto tra industria e cultura.
Tarquinia (VT), pp. 209-220.
J.de Grossi Mazzorin and A. Riedel (1997) La fauna delle Terramare. In M. B. Brea, A. Cardarelli and M.
Cremaschi (eds.), Le Terramare; la più antica civiltà Padana. Electa, pp. 475-480.
J.de Grosso Mazzorin and C. Minniti (1995) I resti faunistici dell'insediamento di Quadrato di Torre
Spaccata nel contesto delle economie di allevamento del neolitico finale ed eneolitico in Italia centrale
[Faunal remains from the settlement of Quadrato di Torre Spaccata in the context of stock rearing in
Neolithic and Eneolithic central Italy]. In A. P. Anzidei and G. Carboni (eds.), L'insediamento preistorico
di Quardato di Torre Spaccata (Roma) e osservazioni su alcuni aspetti tardo Neolitici ed Eneolitici
dell'Italia centrale. (Origini, preistoria e protoistoria delle civiltà antiche 19) Bonsignori Editore, pp.
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287-295.
D. Heinrich (1999a) Die Fischreste von der Burg Bodenteich, Kr. Uelzen [The fish remains from the
castle at Bodenteich, Uelzen, Germany]. In C. Becker, H. Manhart, J. Peters, et al. (eds.), Historia
animalium ex ossibus. Leidorf, Rahden, Westfalen pp. 181-187.
D. Heinrich (1999b) Some methodological considerations with regard to analyses of faunal history with
special reference to fish remains. In N. Benecke (ed.), The Holocene history of the European vertebrate
fauna; modern aspects of research. (Archäologie in Eurasien 6) Leidorf, Rahden pp. 163-170.
D. Huddart, S. Gonzales and G. Roberts (1999) The archaeological record and mid-Holocene marginal
coastal palaeoenviroments around Liverpool Bay. In K. J. Edwards and J. P. Sadler (eds.), Holocene
environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings 7) Wiley, Chichester pp. 563-574.
B. Huntley (1999) Climatic change and reconstruction. In K. J. Edwards and J. P. Sadler (eds.),
Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings 7) Wiley, Chichester pp.
513-520.
R.G.C.M. Lauwerier (1999) A Bronze or Iron Age antler axe with a rectangular shafthole. In C. Becker,
H. Manhart, J. Peters, et al. (eds.), Historia animalium ex ossibus. Leidorf, Rahden/Westfalen pp.
225-228.
M.G. Macklin (1999) Holocene river enviroments in prehistoric Britain: human interaction and impact. In
K. J. Edwards and J. P. Sadler (eds.), Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary
Proceedings 7) Wiley, Chichester pp. 521-530.
S.J. Mithen (1999) Mesolithic archaeology, environmental archaeology and human palaeoecology. In K.
J. Edwards and J. Sadler (eds.), Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings
7) Wiley, London pp. 477-484.
I.B.M. Ralston (1999) The Iron Age: aspects of the human communities and their environments. In K. J.
Edwards and J. P. Sadler (eds.), Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings
7) Wiley, Chichester pp. 501-512.
M. Rösch (1999) Ernährung und Umwelt im mittelalterlichen Villingen; botanische Untersuchungen an
archäologischen Bodenbefunden [Food and environment in medieval Villingen; botanical results on
archaeological finds]. In B. Jenisch (ed.), Die Entstehung der Stadt Villingen. (Forschungen und Berichte
der Archäologie des Mittelalters in Baden-Württemberg 22) Theiss, Stuttgart pp. 365-573. (ISBN 3 8062
1301 1)
M. Rösch and E. Fischer (1999) Pflanzenreste aus einer Lehmwand; Dokumente von Landwirtschaft
und Ernährung im 14. Jahrhundert [Plant remains from a daub wall; evidence of agriculture and food in
the 14th C]. In W. Ströbele (ed.), Unter Putz und Pflasterstein; Bauforschung und Mittelalterarchäologie
in Reutlingen zum Beispiel Pfäfflinhofstrasse 4. Stadtverwaltung Reutlingen, Reutlingen pp. 126-184.
(ISBN 3 927228 80 X)
E.M. Somerville (1999) Some aspects of the palaeoecology of commensals. In K. J. Edwards and J. P.
Sadler (eds.), Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings 7) Wiley,
Chichester pp. 605-614.
U. Thannheiser (1997) Botanische Funde. In S. Hiller and V. Nikolov (eds.), Karanovo, die
Ausgrabungen im Südsektor 1984-1992. (Österreichisch-bulgarischen Ausgrabungen und Forschungen
in Karanovo 1), Salzburg, Sofia pp. 429-464, 465-480.
G. Whittington and K.J. Edwards (1999) Landscape scale soil pollen analysis. In K. J. Edwards and J. P.
Sadler (eds.), Holocene environments of prehistoric Britain. (Quaternary Proceedings 7) Wiley,
Chichester pp. 595-604.
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J. Wiethold (1999a) Les macro-restes vegetaux. In O. Buchsenschutz and J.-P. Guillaumet (eds.), Les
ramparts de Bibracte. Recherches recentes sur la Porte de Rebout et le trace des fortifications. (Centre
archéologique européen de Mont Beuvray. Collection Bibracte 3), Glux-en-Glenne pp. 217-219. (charred
plant remains)
J. Wiethold (1999b) Welchen Beitrag liefern Paläoökologische Untersuchungen zu langfristigen
ökologischen Untersuchungsprogrammen? Das Beispiel Belauer See, Kr. Plön, Schleswig-Holstein: die
jungere postglaziale Vegetationsgeschichte [How can palaeoecological studies contribute to recent
long-term ecosystem investigation programmes? The example from Belauersee. The vegation history of
the later Holocene]. In W. Schäfer (ed.), Integriertes Monitoring - Ergebnisse, Programme, Konzepte,
Ekosysteme. (Beiträge zur Ökosystemforschung 7), Kiel pp. 3-16. (pollen)
W.van Zeist (1999) Cultivated and wild fruits and nuts in 14th to early 19th century Groningen. In H.
Sartatij (ed.), In discussion with the past. ROB, Zwolle, Amersfoort pp. 301-307.
ARTICLES
U. Albarella (1999) 'The mystery of husbandry': medieval animals and the problem of integrating
historical and archaeological evidence. Antiquity 73(282): 867-875
E.A. Allison, A.R. Hall and H. Kenward (1999) Technical report: the living conditions and resources
exploited at the early christian rath at Deer Park Farm, Co Antrim, Northern Ireland, evidence from plants
and invertebrates, parts 1 and 2. York Environmental Archaeology Unit Report 99/8, 99/10:
A. Alvrus (1999) Fracture patterns among the Nubians of Semna South, Sudanese Nubia. International
Journal of Osteoarchaeology 9(6): 417-429
D.E. Anderson (1998) A reconstruction of Holocene climatic changes from peat bogs in northwest
Scotland. Boreas 27: 208-224
J-L. Araus, A. Febrero, R. Buxo, et al. (1997) Changes in carbon isotope discrimination in cereal grains
from different regions of the western Mediterranean basin during the past 7 millennia.
Palaeoenvironmental evidence of a differential change in aridity. Global Change Biology 3: 107-118
N. Armentato, A. Malgosa and D. Campillo (1999) A case of frontal sinusitis from the Bronze Age site of
Can Filuà (Barcelona). International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 9(6): 438-442
J. Arneborg, J. Heieman, N. Lynerup, et al. (1999) Change of diet of the Greenland Vikings determined
from stable carbon isotope analysis and radiocarbon dating of their bones. Radiocarbon 42(2): 157-168
P. Ashmore, B.A. Brayshaw, K.J. Edwards, et al. (2000) Allochthonous and autochthonous mire deposits,
slope instability and palaeoenvironmental investigation in the Borve valley, Barra, Outer Hebrides,
Scotland. The Holocene 10(1): 97-108
C.C. Bakels (1996) Growing grain for others, or how to detect surplus production? Journal of European
Archaeology 4: 329-336
C.C. Bakels (1998) Fruits and seeds from the Iron Age settlements at Oss-Ussen. Analecta Praehistorica
Leidensia 30: 337-367
W.-D. Becker, K.-H. Knörzer and J. Meurers-Balke (1997) Archäobotanische Untersuchungen. Kölner
Jahrbücher 30: 397-404
W.-D. Becker and U. Tegtmeier (1998) Datteln, Feigen, Mandeln, Nüsse - Südfrüchte aus dem
römischen Xanten [Dates, figs, almonds, walnuts - southern fruits from Roman Xanten]. Archäologie im
Rheinland 1997: 188-191
H. Behling and M. Street (1999) Palaeoecological studies at the Mesolithic site at Bedburg-Königshoven
near Cologne, Germany. Vegetation History and Archaeobotany 8(4): 273-285
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K.-E. Behre (1999) Vegetationsgeschichte und Paläoökologie - ihre Beiträge zum Verständnis der
heutigen Vegetation [Vegetation history and palaeoecology, their contribution to the understanding of
modern vegetation]. Berichte der Reinhold-Tüxen-Gesellschaft 11: 245-266 (English summary)
R. Benus, S. Masnicová and J. Lietava (1999) Intentional cranial vault deformation in a Slavonic
population from the medieval cemetery in Devín (Slovakia). International Journal of Osteoarchaeology
9(5): 267-270
P. Birocheau, F. Convertini, J.P. Cros, et al. (1999) Fossé et sépultures du néolithique récent aux
Châtelliers du Vieil-Auzay (Vendée); aspects structureaux et anthropologiques [Late Neolithic ditch and
burials at Châtelliers du Vieil-Auzay; structural and anthropological aspects]. Bulletin de la Société
Préhistorique Française 96(3): 375-390 (Neolithic skeletal injuries)
N. Blazauskas, D. Kisielene, V. Kucinskaite, et al. (1998) Late Glacial and Holocene sedimentary
environment in the region of the Ula River. Geologija/Geology 25: 20-30 (pollen, diatoms, plant
macrofossils, from Lithuania)
Z.M. Bochenski, K. Huhtala, S. Sulkava, et al. (1999) Fragmentation and preservation of bird bones in
food remains of the Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). Archaeofauna 8: 31-39
S. Braguier (1999a) Etude de la faune neolithique de l'enceinte de Temps-Perdu à Migné-Auxances
(Vienne) [Neolithic fauna from the enclosure at Temps-Perdu, Migné-Auxanc]. Bulletin de la Société
Préhistorique Française 96(3): 363-365
S. Braguier (1999b) La faune du Rocher à Villedoux (Charente-Maritime) et de Champ-Durand à
Nieul-su-l'Autize (Vendée). Bulletin de la Société Préhistorique Française 96(3): 409-418
D.R. Bridgland, M.H. Field, J.H. Holmes, et al. (1999) Middle Pleistocene interglacial Thames-Medway
deposits at Clacton-on-Sea, England: reconsideration of the biostratigraphical and environmental context
of the type Clactonian Palaeolithic industry. Quaternary Science Reviews 18: 109-146
M.M. Bryden, S. O'Connor and R. Jones (1999) Archaeological evidence for the extinction of a breeding
population of elephant seals in Tasmania in prehistoric times. International Journal of Osteoarchaeology
9(6): 430-437
J. Buurman (1999a) Archaeobotanical investigations of a middle and late Bronze Age settlement site at
Westwoud (West-Friesland). Berichten van de Rijksdienst voor het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek 43:
99-139
A. Buzhilova (1999) Medieval examples of syphilis from European Russia. International Journal of
Osteoarchaeology 9(5): 271-276
L. Capasso (1999) Brucellosis at Herculaneum (79 AD). International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 9(5):
277-288
P.V. Castro, R.W. Chapman, S. Gili, et al. (1999) Agricultural production and social change in the Bronze
Age of SE Spain: the Gatas project. Antiquity 73(282): 846-856
R. Coard (1999) One bone, 2 bones, wet bones, dry bones - transport potentials under experimental
conditions. Journal of Archaeological Science 26(11): 1369-1375
L. Costatini (1998) The origin of the Mediterranean diet in Italy. Rivista di Anthropologia 76: 7-15
A. Cucina, M. Lucci, R. Vargiu, et al. (1999) Dental evidence of biological affinity and environmental
conditions in prehistoric Trentino (Italy), samples from the Neolithic to the early Bronze Age. International
Journal of Osteoarchaeology 9(6): 404-416
B. Dechert, E. Stephan and H.-P. Uerpmann (1999) Horses from Pleistocene sites in the Rhineland,
Germany. Archaeofauna 8: 159-167
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S.N. Dudd, R.P. Evershed and R.P. Gibson (1999) Evidence for varying patterns of exploitation of animal
products in different prehistoric potery traditions based on lipids present in surface and absorbed
residues. Journal of Archaeological Science 26(12): 1473-1482
R. Ebersbach (1999) Modelling Neolithic agriculture and stock farming at Swiss lake shore settlements evidence from historical and ethnographical data. Archaeofauna 8: 115-122
I.B. Enghoff (1999) Fishing in the Baltic from the 5th century B.C. to the 16th century A.D; evidence from
fish bones. Archaeofauna 8: 41-85
R.P. Evershed et al. (1997) New criteria for the identification of animal fats in archaeological pottery.
Naturwissenschaften 84: 402-406
P.M. Goldberg (1999) Statistical comparison of the osteology of southwestern Columbidae. Journal of
Archaeological Science 26(12): 1459-1471
J.de Grossi Mazzorin (1998b) IV Roma. Saggio de scavo nell'aula di "S. Isidore in Thermis"[Sample from
the excavation of the theatre of S. Isidoro in Thermis]. Notizie degli Scavi de Anthichità 7/8: 365-425
J.de Grossi Mazzorin and A.M. Frezza (1998) Analisi preliminare dell'ittiofauna dell'insediamento dell'età
del Bronzo di Canàr [Preliminary analysis of the fish fauna from the Bronze Age settlement of Canàr].
Padusa Quaderni 2: 181-188 (in Canàr di San Pierto Polesine; richerche archeo-ambientali sul sito
palafitticolo)
J.de Grossi Mazzorin and A. Tagliacozzo (1998) Human diet of animal origin in Italy between the
Palaeolithic and the Metal Age in light of archaeozoological data. Rivista di Antropologia 76: 85-93
K.de Grossi Mazzorin and C. Minniti (1996) I resti faunistici dell'insediamento di Quadrato di Torre
Spaccata nel contesto delle economie di allevamento del Neolitico finale ed Eneolitico in Italia centrale.
Origini 19: 287-295
D. Heinrich (1996) Die Faunareste von Schleswig und anderer mittelalterlicher Siedlungsplätze
Schleswig-Holsteins; eine vergleichende Betrachtung [The faunal remains from Schleswig and other
medieval settlements in Schleswig-Holstein; a comparative study]. Offa 53: 327-370 (appeared 1999)
J. Higgins (1999) Túncl: a case study of avian zooarchaeology and taphonomy. Journal of Archaeological
Science 26(12): 1149-1157
R. Highfield (1999) Lamb and cocktails at farewell to king Midas. The Daily Telegraph, December 23rd
1999: 5 (molecular biology at tomb in Turkey; web link www.upenn.edu/museum)
J.G. Hodgson, P. Halstead, P.J. Wilson, et al. (1999) Functional interpretation of archaeobotanical data:
making hay in the archaeological record. Vegetation History and Archaeobotany 8(4): 261-271
V. Hoffmann and J. Wiethold (1999) Pasewalks brennend interessante Geschichte. Archäologische und
archäobotanische Untersuchungen in Pasewalk [The burnin interest of Pasewalk's history,
archaeological and archaeobotanical research there]. Archäologische Berichte aus
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 6: 84-100 (charred plant remains)
A.J. Howard, M.D. Bateman, D. Garton, et al. (1999) Evidence of late Devensian and erly Flandrian
processes and environments in the Idle valley at Tiln, north Nottinghamshire. Proceedings of the
Yorkshire Geological Society 52(4): 383-393
R.M. Jacobi, P.J. Rowe, M.A. Gilmour, et al. (1998) Radiometric dating of the Middle Palaeolithic tool
industry and associated fauna of Pin Hole Cave, Creswell Crags, England. Journal of Quaternary
Science 13(1): 29-42
C. Jacquat (1998) L'exemple des végétaux [the example of plants]. Série Documentair des
Conservatoire et Jardin botaniques de la Ville de Genève 33: 60-66
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M. Kabailiene and M. Grigiene (1997) Vegetation and signs of human economic activities in the environs
of Lake Kretuonas during middle and late Holocene. Geologija/Geology 21: 44-52 (geology,
geomorphology, pollen, Lithuania)
M. Kabailiene, M. Stancikaite and T. Ostrauskas (1997) Living conditions and activity of man in the
environs of Lake Gruda in the end of the Late Glacial and Holocene. Geologija/Geology 21: 32-42
(archaeology, pollen, diatoms, in Lithuania)
H. Kenward, F. Large and J. Carrott (1998) The archaeological significance of insects and other
invertebrate remains from Keay's and Law's Lanes, the Lanes, Carlisle, technical report. York
Environmental Archaeology Unit Report 98/32:
K.-H. Knörzer (1998) Botanische Untersuchungen am bandkeramischen Brunnen von
Erkelenz/Kückhoven. Materialhefte zur Bodendenkmalpflege im Rheinland 11: 229-246
C.V. Kremenetski, O.A. Chichagova and N.I. Shishlina (1999) Palaeoecological evidence for Holocene
vegetation, climate and land use change in the lower Don basin and Kalmuk area, southern Russia.
Vegetation History and Archaeobotany 8(4): 233-246
K. Kuman, M. Inbar and R.J. Clarke (1999) Palaeoevironment and cultural sequence of the Florisbad mid
stone age hominid site in South Africa. Journal of Archaeological Science 26(11): 1409-1425
M. Latalowa, J. Jarosinska and M. Badura (1998) Elblag sredniowieczny w swietle dotychczasowych
materialow archeobotanicznych [Medieval Elblag in the light of present archaeobotanical material].
Archaeologia Polski 43: 147-166
R.G.C.M. Lauwerier (1998) Paarden in de Romeinse tijd in Nederland [Horses in the Roman period in the
Netherlands]. Westerheem 47(1): 9-27
R.G.C.M. Lauwerier (1999) Eating horsemeat: the evidence in the Roman Netherlands. Archaeofauna 8:
101-113
R.G.C.M. Lauwerier, B.J. Groenewoudt, O. Brinkkemper, et al. (1999) Between ritual and economics:
animals and plants in a 4th century native settlement at Heeten, the Netherlands. Berichten van de
Rijksdienst voor het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek 43: 155-198
R.G.C.M. Lauwerier and g IJzereef (1998) Livestock and meat from the Iron Age and Roman period
settlements at Oss-Ussen (800 BC - AD 250). Analecta Praehistorica Leidensia 30: 349-367
R.G.C.M. Lauwerier and F.J. Laarman (1996) Slachtafval en haute cuisine; bot uit een beerput van het
kasteel van Valkenisse (begin 15de eeuw) [Butchers' waste and haute cuisine; bone from a rubbish pit at
early 15th C Valkenisse castle]. Nehalennia 108: 8-11
A. Lentacker and A. Ervynck (1999) The archaeofauna of the late medieval Islamic harbour town of
Saltés (Huelva, Spain). Archaeofauna 8: 141-157
P. Lingström and H. Borrman (1999) Distribution of dental caries in an early 17th century Swedish
population with special reference to diet. International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 9(6): 395-403
I. Lütjens and J. Wiethold (1999) Vegetationsgeschichte und archäologische Untersuchungen zur
Besiedlung des Bornhöveder Seengebiete im Neolithikum [Palynological and archaeological studies of
settlement history in the area of the Bornhöveder lake district in the Neolithic]. Archäologische
Nachrichten aus Schleswig-Holstein 9: 30-67 (pollen)
M.G. Macklin, C. Bonsall, F.M. Davies, et al. (2000) Human-environmental interactions during the
Holocene. New data and interpretations from the Oban area, Scotland. The Holocene 10(1): 109-121
(pollen, transect, altitude)
E. Mäkelä and H. Hyvärinen (2000) Holocene vegetation history at Vätsäri Inari, Lapland, northeast
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Finland with special reference to Betula. The Holocene 10(1): 75-85
D. Magri (1999) Late Quaternary vegetation history at Lagaccione, near Lago di Bolsano (central Italy).
Review of Palaeobotany and Palynology 106: 171-208
D. Magri and L. Sadori (1999) Late Pleistocene and Holocene pollen stratigraphy at Lago di Vico, central
Italy. Vegetation History and Archaeobotany 8(4): 247-260
V. Matterne, J.-H. Yvinen, D. Gemehl, et al. (1998) Stockage des plantes alimentaires et infestations par
les insectes dans un grenier incendié de la fin du 2e siècle après J-C à Amiens (Somme) [Storage of
food plants and insect infestation in a burnt granary from the 2nd century A.D.]. Revue archéologique de
Picardie 3/4: 93-122
M. Mednikova (1999) Pathological changes on two female radial bones of the early Iron Age from
southern Iberia. International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 9(5): 379-382
T.P. O'Connor (1999) Review of Reitz & Wing (good) and Claasen (bad). Antiquity 73(282): 964-966
E. Panagiatakopulu and P. Buckland (1999) Cimex lenticularius L. the common bed bug from Pharaonic
Egypt. Antiquity 73(282): 908-911
L. Peña Chocorro and L. Zapata Peña (1998) Higos, ciruelquas y nueces: aportación de la
arqueobotánica al estudio del mundo romano [Figs, plums and walnuts, the contribution of
archaeobotany to the study of the Roman world]. Donostia 9: 679-690
H.H. Plogmann and A. Rehazek (1999) 1000 years (6th-16th century) of economic life in the heart of
Europe. Common and distinct trends in cattle economy of the Baltic Sea region and the Swiss region of
the Alpine Forelands. Archaeofauna 8: 123-133
A. Ramrath, L. Sadori and J.F.W. Negendank (2000) Sediments from Lago di Mezzano, central Italy: a
record of late glacial / Holocene climatic variations and anthropogenic activity. The Holocene 10(1):
B. Reale, D. Marchi and S.M. Borgognini Tarli (1999) A case of diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis
(DISH) from a medieval necropolis in southern Italy. International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 9(5):
369-373
M.P. Richards and R.E.M. Hedges (1999) A Neolithic revolution - new evidence of diet in the British
Neolithic. Antiquity 73(282): 891-897
M. Rösch (1998a) Gerste (barley). Reallexikon der germanischen Altertumskunde 11: 453-455
M. Rösch (1998b) Gespinstpflanzen [fibre plants]. Reallexikon der germanischen Altertumskunde 11:
557-558
M. Rösch (1998c) Getreide. Reallexikon der germanischen Altertumskunde 12: 4-11
M. Rösch (1999b) Hafer [oats]. Reallexikon der germanischen Altertumskunde 13: 322-324
M. Rösch (1999c) Hanf [hemp]. Reallexikon der germanischen Altertumskunde 13: 628-631
M. Rösch and E. Fischer (1999a) Denkmalpflege, Hausforschung und Archäobotanik; Pflanzen in
Lehmstrukturen historischer Gebäude als Dokumente früheren Lebens [Ancient monument protection,
house research and archaeobotany; plants in daub from historic buildings as evidence of past life].
Denkmalpflege in Baden-Württemberg; Nachrichtblatt des Landesdenkmalalmtes 2/1999: 76-84
A. Ross and R. Duffy (2000) A fine mesh screening of midden material and the recovery of fish bones the development of flotation and deflocculation techniqyes for an effieient and effective procedure.
Geoarchaeology 15(1): 21-41
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J. Schelvis (1994) Caught between the teetch. A review of Dutch finds of archaeological remains of
ectoparasites in combs. Proceedings of the Section Experimental and Applied Entomology of the
Netherlands 5: 131-132
J. Schibler and K.-H. Steppan (1999) Human impact on the habitat of large herbivores in eastern
Switzerland and southwest Germany in the Neolithic. Archaeofauna 8: 87-99
P.W. Stahl (1999) Structural density of domesticated South American camelid skeletal elements and the
archaeological investigation of Andean Ch'arki. Journal of Archaeological Science 26(11): 1347-1368
M.C. Stiner (1999) Palaeolithic mollusc exploitation at Riparo Mochi (Balzi Rossi, Italy): food and
ornaments from the Aurignacian through Epigravettian. Antiquity 73(282): 735-754
M.C. Stiner, N.D. Munro, T.A. Surovell, et al. (1999) Palaeolithic population growth pulses evidenced by
small game use. Science 283: 190-194
B. Stopp (1999) How to fill a pit: examples from the late Iron Age settlement of Basel-Gasfabrik
(Switzerland). Archaeofauna 8: 135-139
S. Sugita, M.-J. Gallard and A. Broström (1999) Landscape openness and pollen records: a simulation
approach. The Holocene 9(4): 409-421
J.F. Terral (1996) Wild and cultivated olive (Olea europaea L.): a new approach to an old problem using
inorganic analysis of modern wood and archaeological charcoal. Review of Palaeobotany and
Palynology 91: 383-397
F. Valentin, E. Herrscher and B.-Y. Mafart (1999) Rhinomaxillary changes in a New-Caledonian cranium:
palaeopathological differential diagnosis. International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 9(5): 374-378
L. Vyhnánek, E. Strouhal and A. Nemecková (1999) "Kissing" osteochondroma: a case from ancient
Egypt. International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 9(5): 361-368
M.P. Waller, A.J. Long, D. Long, et al. (1999) Patterns and processes in the development of coastal mire
vegetation: multi-site investigations from Walland Marsh, southeast England. Quaternary Science
Reviews 18: 1419-1444
P. Warnock (1998) From plant domestication to phytolith interpretation: the history of palaeoethnobotany
in the Near East. Near Eastern Archaeology 61(4): 238-252
I. Wiechmann, E. Brandt and G. Grupe (1999) State of preservation of polymorphic plasma proteins
recovered from ancient human bones. International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 9(6): 383-394

AEA ACCOUNTS compiled to 31 December 1999

1995
.
Assets at start of year
Bank account
7909.53
balances
Cash
12.02

1996

1997

1998

1999

8458.08

12,535.09

9156.84

6396.44

12.02

10.46

6.40

19.40

.
Income:
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Subscriptions
Books, inc. Journal
back nos.
Interest (minus
bank/credit card
charges)
Meetings, NL flyers
Misc. (donations,
grants)
income subtotal
Initial assets and
income, excluding
books in stock

4905.95

4550.50

5932.00

6096.00

5764.00

1764.80

2006.82

1242.39

1429.25

961.98

266.72

358.11

186.11

306.08

46.31

0

67.78

527.25

0

20.00

15.00

0

1000.00

0

40.00

6952.47

6983.21

8887.75

7831.33

6832.29

14,874.02

15,453.31 21,433.30

16,994.57

13,248.13

Office, stationery
IFA poster space and
display boards
Committee,
membership leaflet
CBA & Data
Protection fee
Grants & Conference
loans
Newsletter production
& postage

365.59

156.49

174.86

66.00

64.53

1978.65

0

0

0

0

25.50

67.50

5.00

0

332.40

48.00

48.00

125.00

50.00

50.00

100.00

300.00

0

0

808.00

1398.54

1387.77

1189.07

1101.80

1234.75

Journal production &
postage

1184.11
0
(Circaea 11:1)

Books
subtotal expenditure
.

1303.53
6403.92

10,311.80
(Circaea 11:2,
12:1)
470.87
12,276.60

8709.93
(Circaea 12:2,
EA1, EA2)
651.00
10,578.73

.
Expenditure:

Assets at end of year:
Bank accounts
8458.08
Cash
12.02
Expenditure and final
assets, excluding
8470.10
books in stock:

948.00
2907.76

3692.00
(EA3)
922.00
7103.68

12,535.09 9156.84
10.46
6.40

6396.44
19.40

6124.08
20.37

12,545.55 9163.24

6415.84

6144.45

AEA CONFERENCE BOOKING FORM
‘THE ENVIRONMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGY OF INDUSTRY’
Conference fee: £30 (£15 - student/unwaged/retired)
Thursday 13th April
Bed and breakfast (£27.50)
..........
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Friday 14th April
Coffee, lunch and tea (£23.03)
..........
Wine reception and Conference Dinner (£22.74)
..........
Bed and breakfast (£27.50), or
..........
24 hour package, including all above (£62.45)
..........
Saturday 15th April
Coffee, lunch and tea (£23.03)
..........
Dinner (£11.34)
..........
Bed and breakfast (£27.50), or
..........
24 hour package, including all above (£51.05)
..........
Sunday 16th April
Bed and breakfast (£27.50)
..........
Total

..........

Any special dietary requirements?

.............................................

Name:
Address:
Please make cheques payable to AEA Conference Account (1999) and send to Peter Murphy, Centre of
East Anglian Studies, University of East Anglia, Norwich NR4 7TJ, UK.
The cost of the field excursion (Sunday 16th April) will depend on the numbers attending. Please
indicate whether you intend to come, so we can book suitable transport.
I will/will not be attending the Field Excursion on 16th April.
I would like to offer a poster entitled.....................................................................................

12th Symposium of the International Work Group for Palaeoethnobotany
Sheffield, U.K. 17-23 June 2001
http://www.shef.ac.uk/uni/academic/A-C/ap/conf/iwgp/iwgpx.html
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION
Surname Title
First Name Email
Address Fax
Telephone
REGISTRATION
I would like to attend the IWGP conference
I/we would like to give a presentation
Name(s) Title of Presentation (in language of presentation - English, French or German)

Preferred form of presentation (please tick1) paper poster
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1 depending on the number offered, you may be asked to give your presentation in a different form.
Preferred section (if any2)
Consumption: food, fodder and cuisine Collecting and cultivation
Historical archaeobotany Analytical archaeobotany
2 presentations not fitting into any of the above sections can be included in the open sessions
ACCOMMODATION/MEALS
Please indicate the meals and accommodation you would like to reserve (please tick each day the
service is required)
Service Daily cost sun
(17) mon
(18) tues
(19) wed
(20) thur
(21) fri
(22) sat
(23)
Bed & Breakfast with bathroom £33.40
Bed & Breakfast standard £21.75
Dinner, Bed & Breakfast with bathroom £43.60
Dinner, Bed & Breakfast standard £31.95
Student self-catering ca £7.50
Lunch - buffet service £8.68
Lunch - packed lunch £5.20
All rooms are single except for a very small number of double rooms (with bath) at the same cost per
person, available for participants with partners; please give partner’s name if you would prefer a double
room
limited to registered students and cases of particular need 5 estimate based on current costs
Special dietary requirements (vegetarian, vegan etc.)
Other special requirements (transport etc.)
EXCURSION
Please indicate which of the two possible excursions you would prefer Peak District York
I will not be joining the excursion
Forms to be returned by 31 March 2000
To: IWGP, Dept. Archaeology & Prehistory, University of Sheffield,
Northgate House, West Street, Sheffield, S1 4ET, U.K.
Return to main index
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